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I. Introduction 

The theory of the harmonic oscillator, whose weak 

interaction with medium is described by the expression 

linear in oscillator coordinates (or displacement operators), 

is developed in a number of works /1-5/. Classical and 

quantum theory of nonlinear oscillators interacting wHh 

:aedium by means of the linear and quadratic (on oscillator 

displacements) friction is constructed in works /6-·8/. The 

system of harmonic oscillators belonging ·to continuous 

spectrum was considered as a medium model in works /6-8/. 

A new method of constructing the weakly interacting with 

medium oscillator quantum theory based on the use of super

operators /9/ is presented in this work. By this method, it 

is possible (as it will be seen below) to construct the the

ory of the weakly bound oscillator with arbitrary power 

of the oscillator nonlinearity in its displacement operator 

(nonlinearity, however, is supposed to be small in comparison 

with ·the oscillator frequency) and taking into account any 

power of the oscillator displacement operator in the inter-
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action Hamiltonian of the oscillator with medium. !be medium 

and its spectral properties are supposed to be rather gene

ral. 

It is convenient to carry out the investigation of dyne

miles of the singled out particle by means of the correlation 

functions for its displacament operators. Below we will ob

tain the general formulas for spectral representation 

<u;;(-t.)U.:!Jo)>.,J of the correlation function 

<u:(e.)U..!{o)> (110 (-t.hs the displacement operator of the 

singled out particle in the Heisenberg representation; ..L)J 
denote Cartesian coordinates X>d> «.. _; ( ... > denotes 

quantum-statistical averaging with full Hamiltonian). 

The consideration is carried out under the supposition of 

fast medium relaxation with respect to the r~n frequency 

of the singled out particle. due to its weak bond with the 

medium. This suppoeition·permits one to consider the particle 

(in zero approximation)as being in some average field 

produced by the medium particles. !he interaction of the 

singled out particle with the average field fluctuations is 

considered as a perturbation. The perturbation influence on 

the particle dynamics is described b.f spectral representations 

of the correlation functions for the medijlll potential. enerQ. 

The oscillation spectral distribution of the singled 

out particle is investigated b.f calculating spectral repre

sentation < Bil!(i:) g;_ (o)>w of the correlation function 

for noraal osc111.auon of auaber .:e. ( BJI!.(t:.), o; (t..) are 

annihilation and creation operators of oscillator £ 

in the &.iaenberg representation ) talting !Dto CODIIideration 

the presence of other a10dea of particle oacill.aUona. The 
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general formulae are derived determining this correlation 

function. It is shown that the spectral distribution of the 

singled out oscillator may have the fine structure due to 

oscillator nonlinearity. The fine structure line widths are 

conditioned by the oscillator interaction with the medium 

fluctuations and expressed by the medium corrsl.ation 

functions. 

The general formul.ae are also found, determ1ning the 

spectral representation of the correl.ation function for 
,.. r,;' 

oscillator c1! occupation number < n~(i.) 11...!2.(0) > w 

(
.... 17+ /} ';;;' A A 

n.~"" ".e o.Je, n.JL = n.c~t- < n£ >). 

The quantum kinetic equation determ1ning the time 

correlation runctions < u:t-t.>uff(a)>> < e.e(·t>B;(o>>) <n£(t.>il.t.(o>> 
of the particle interacting with medium is obtained. 

All obtained results are true for the examined general 

case when ~ power of the displ.acement operator of the 

singled out particle U: 
in the Hamiltonian. 

is taken into eonsideration 

The present theoey may be applied to vario \8 physical 

situations. Por exampl.e, if the singled out particle is an 

illlpurity atom in crystal., then obtained fo:nml.as describe 

local. or quaailocal. oscil.lations in ceystals. Other appli

cations are also possible, for eXUJple, in the theory of 

lasers and so on. 
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2. The general formulas determining 

the oscillator dynamics 

Leta consider the Hamiltonian for the system, consis

ting of the singled out particle and medium, of the following 

type 

~ :. 

H Po \ P e V (f 1[ .-. 
:::: "M + L- ~M + OJ :i>·"J R..AI) 

o t=1=o e 
(1) 

-Here Po M 0 are, respectively, the momentum and mass 
) -

of the singled out particle f Pe. ) /'1 e are the momentum 

and n•ass of an ./! particle of medium consisting of N 
particles; U 
of the system; 

(n•0,1, ••• ,B). 

is the potential energy of all particles -R. n are the radius-vectore of particles 

Let•s define the displacement vectors of particles 

from the equilibrium positions in the following W87 

__, ~ __.... 0 __. 
Rn.. == <R.n../+ u..n. = en..+ u.VL , 

- ~ 
where ln..=:< R.n..> are equilibrium positions of particles. 

Let's put down the system potential energy ae an infinite 

series of displacements of singled out particle [(
0 

as - _. 
- -- - u.., fil, ( - - _, ) v ( Ro)?.i.Y"J R.,.)::: e ll tO) RiJ'") R.,._, ) 
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'j 

where ~ denotes gradient operator with respect to partie-

le coordinates. Now it is convenient to rewrite (1} in the 

form 

H==Ho+H 1+H· · l"ltLCJ... Ln.t ) 

P
..:l. ~ _. 

_ 0 ( U.o lilo ) U{ ~ --" __, 
H o- :2N + e -1. < fo > Rt, .. )<,J>rn~rl; 

0 : p _.... _.... -+ 

Hmed.==L. :/~ -t- V{fo>R1 > ... >RN)~ (2) 
.t'lo e 
il~ [ {_, ___, __.. ..... --> ..... ] 

H,·ni =={e " 0-i) U fo)~J.> ... >RA)-(7J{foJ<v.,R)~. 

Here < ... ) ·' =: ~f _ _. (1> J . .)denotes averaging over the ,.,<!'.... . ,.,...._ Jmt"" 1 -~H -1 -J./1 
Hamiltonian H 1'11 (ld, states. ) = K8 T) f,.,.('J. = ( jp e lltfd) e ,.~ 
Hamiltonian t1o describes the singled out particle, 

which is in the mean field, which is determined by the 

averaged over the medium states potential energy of the 

particle-medium interaction. Hamiltonian Hm~tl , in fact, 

describes the medium,which the considered particle interacts 

with. Hamiltonian fl.~ describes the interaction of 
Lit<; 

the singled out particle with the field fluctuations opera-

ting on the particle. 

In the case of pairing forces, when the system potential 

anergy looks like 

V(Ro,~, ... , ff;,) ==I_ f(~}~) + 1 L f{~)l,.JJ 
e~o ~#m¢0 
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putting down 'f( 'ilo.~"i.e). as 

- _, 
- -) l.loVo UJ(If _.) 

f(Ro)ce == e 1 -co-, R.e , 
we receive the following expressions for Hamiltonians 

p.t 
H =-o + 

0 :J.Mo ( e u:~ :1.) I-< f(fo)~)> ; 
.{:to metl 

~ (J) 

Hrn<J. == [_ :~ + j L f(R;>"t_)+ L f(l,)i ); 
{!:tO e e:;:m-1:0 e:;:o f. 

u?. ) [ f{-o - ) ......... 
H;"t = ( e 0 

"_ i L fo/·e - < f{ loJ<.e)> J]. 
e~o noe« 

Let's consider now the spectral representation of the 

correlation function for the displacement operator U0 (t)> 

which describes the dynamics of the singled out particle. 

It is convenient to express the correlation funetion through 

retarded and adTanced Green fUnctions b7 the following 

known formula J. 

< u.;(i:) u.!(o) >w = i. (d.- ~e -J.wy [GaL~ (t.))- ~; ('"')] > 

(4) 

where 
~ ·~t 

< tL~(-e}u.t(o)>w =lit J <u.:(t)U.t(o)> e ( d.t) ?=±i. 
-oO 

Pourier-components of retarded ~ ~ (.:;) and adTaDced 

G ll (w) Green functions m&7 be represented in the 
~.P 

following way 

Gt )- i. Joo i.(w+l.e)t ! .t;) j )1. 
cl.}{i.J - -.J<Jf e < U.o<t > u.o '(o J~ > cl.t:. ; 

0 

G ~t (~) = j_ Jo i(w-i.t)t<~ U.aL (t:) u.J(o)> )d.t (5
) 

.AJ :nt e < o ) 0 J~ 
_.,... 

• 

~, 

Here the { A> B)~ = A B- ? BA is introduced and also 

1i. = i, c~+O are put. 

Let's introduce Liouville superoperator l by the 

definition 

LA=HA-AH 
) .. (6) 

where A is a usual quantum-mechanical operator J H is the 

Hamiltonian of the system. As far as the operator time depen

dence in the Heisenberg representation can be written via L 
as: 

i. HtA -i.Ht ilt A e e = e , (7) 

then the correlation function (4) after the substitution 

into it the expressions (5) and time integration will take 

the form . _ i { <4 ..... 

<U~(t)U!(o)>w= )r,(i-?e/..w) < Uo,[G(0+£t)-

- G(w-i.c)l u_JL > (a) 
~ o)~ , "' ) 

Here Green superoperator G ( w is introduced 

according to 
A :f. 

G(w)= w-L 
Let's suppose further, that the temperature satisfies 

inequality 

1(8 T >> WLI\t > (9) 

where ~ i~t is of an order of the relaxation frequency 

of the singled out oscillator, conditioned by interaction 

fl· 
1 

• The reatriction (9) is not essential for the 
'~~ 

particle weakly bound with medium. 
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The supposition (9) permits one to write down the 

( 
c1 -I..H)-J.. -I.H 

densi'ty matrix of system ~ == t-Jf e e as 

j} -;=: }Jo jn~eL > 
(10) 

where 

fo = ($pe-I.Hori. e-I.Ho 

Let's note, that neglecting f!Lnt for the density 

matrix while keeping f!Lt'l.t for time-dependent factors 

of (7) type, doesn't influence the dynamics of the consi

dered oscillator. 

Taking into consideration (10) the expression for the 

correlation function {8) may be rewritten in the following 

way 
. /...:; -i ! -<u;{-~:)u_f(o)>w= fir (J.-?e- ) < u;)[G(,J+£t)-

-G (w-ic)J u!J~ >o Cn) 

Here( ... {, ::::; lfpo{.fo .. . ) is averaging over the states of 

HamiltonianU0Averaged Green superoperator is also intro

duced into the expression (11) 

" d.. G(LJ) ::=: f ,') _1 P) 
(12) 

where P ; ( ... ) .J • Operator P possesses all the 
me~ ~ 

properties of the projecting operator, for example, P == .P 
It is possible to show /10/ that in general case the following 

exact expressions for averaged Green superoperator take 

place 

10 
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--::;- _p 
G(w) == w-PlP- A0 ':i 

""" ....... J_ ...... 
M(w)= EL,:.,tQ w-({lQ QL<11tp> CD) 

whue Q == j_- J? . 
While putting down the formula for "mass" euperoperator 

f1{~) (which in general case keeps the superoperator L 
instead of l in.t) one takes into consideration, that 
- A A ~A A..-'\ 

L,.,?.~_.P=o, fl.,Q = o) QtoE = o ( L == ~o-+ L,.,.d_+L,-..._t 
respectively to Hamiltonian (~) terms and definition 

{6)), and also trace invariance under the cycle permutation 

of operators. 

Taking into consideration, that for Hamiltonian (2) or 

(3) p[~rrtp == 0 
operator p [ p 

, for the averaged Liouvill@ super

which according to the expression 

(13) defines the oscillation frequency spectrum of the 

considered particle, we have 

Pl! == flaP . (14) 

n»ass" auperoperator M { W ± L f.) defines oscillator 

frequency shift (the real part H { W ± i_ c)) and 

broadening of the spectrum line (imaginary part), conditi

oned by interaction fl· ~ • It may be expanded in the 
(>1_·.:; A 

infini·te power series over L . .._ as 
<11.-.;; 

"' PL"' ~ [ :i A ]Yl 
M(w)= z"~" f;;;j_ Q LJ-t-Lr..td.. QL<n.t P. 

(15) 

Let's suppose, that the characteristic frequency of 

medium relaxation W me d.. , which is determined by 
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Hamiltonian fime~ , ia considerably larger than the 

oscillator relaxation frequency u)i~t , determined by 

Ht.lllt , i.e., 

t.:Jmd .. '>> u) l.nt (16) 

While fulfilling the condition (16), which ia quite reali

zable for weakly bound particle, it is possible to consider 

the particle (in zero approximation) in the mean field, 

arising from averaged over medium states interaction with 

medium. It ia consistent with the Hamiltonian definition 

Ho in formulas (2) or (J ). Besides, in this case the 

expansion ( 15) for M ( ...:>) may be considered aa a pertur

bation aeries over [itt I (i.e. H iva~) in a further conside

red frequency range u) near oscillator frequencea, deter

mined by the expression (14), and it ia possible to calculate 

the "maaa• auperoperator with any degree of accuracy in 

interaction. 

Let's restrict further consideration by second order 

perturbation theory for the "mass" auperoperator (n•1 in 

(15)). In this approximation ._.a• auperoperator M(~.,_i.t:) 
in time representation may be given as 

... .:nf 1 ) p I 1 .\ - i. io t "' p 
M (t) := T Btt: !Jt.vr.t lOJ e £..11.~{- t) > 

(17) 

) ) ... ) i.l t. 
where (J{t :::J.. foJ.< t > 0 J (} {i:. = 0for t < 0 L. J. (.t =:e- 'IWWL . 

) lion; ild 

Calculating N (1:) by (17), using rule (6) and 

Hc..t (2) ,and then turning to the Pourier 

representation, we get 

12 

M (w±i.t) = J dw' P(e u;v:_ it·· (18) --J ~u:v: <> 

• cJ-!.-w':tit (e -i)f) fw(~~{· 
rule of action of the auperoperator ( e u.., .,. - :i).;) The 

on arbitrary operator A ia defined in the following -Y 

( e u;.V:,_l.)Q A = ( e uo.v;_ i) A- e-At.olA ( € u;,Q;_ i). 
(19) 

As it ia seen from equation (18) "mass" auperoperator 

~(U)) for the correlation function of the singled out 

and weakly bound particle ia defined through function 

f. 0 
(~) , which is the Pourier component of the time 

w 0 ) 
correlation function f (~ for the medium potential 

energy 

f 0

(t) = < ff(fo,~(t\ .. , "i,;{t:))V(f..Jl~{o), ... > R~{o))'?.,tt.l' 
(20) 

--- ( _., --t _., _., ......,. ~ --. _....... _. 

where V f'..J2J..J ... ,R,)== V(foJRJ..> ... JR~')-(V{foJ?J..r·,R~)),.,~"-' 
-91) A )- -{("' tt = exp( i L .Jt R • Gradient operator llo 

l"'t'~ "" --~V: ) 
entering into one of the superoperators (e - i)~, 
acts on one of the functions in (20), and ~ in other 

auperoperator acts on the other function V ( !;" ... ) 
As it ia seen from the corresponding equations, the super

operators (14) and (18) act only on the operators of the 

considered oscillator. 

In the case of the pairing forces an analogous 

consideration with the use of the Hamiltonian (J) leads to 

the equation for M{o.>) the s-eas (18) but with the 
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Fourier component of the function 

'G 0

{-t:) = L. < f(l,_,R:{e))f/fo_,~,(o))~ed. 
t, e'*o (21) 

as the substitution for I.{J.; (w') J 

where r ( 1:,.) ~) == f ( e:) ~) -< f ( l.~ R;) > J • 
""' mee<......,. 

Extraction of real P {w) and imaginary f1(w) 

parts of "mass" superoperator M ( 0:!: i.E:) is easily perfor-

med by means of 

.{ 

~±i.e 

the known identity 

(~)pc + iJfdrw)-> 
(22) 

where (. .. ) pz denotes the principal value of integral. 

Formulas (11)-(15),(18)-(21) give the complete and 

strict (under conditions (9), (16)) solution 

to the problem on spectrum of the singled out particle, 

weakly interacting with arbitrary medium by means of inter

action with any power cf displacement operator ~0 
As it is seen from equation (11) , to find the oscilla

tor displacement correlation function it is necessary to 

calculate trace over oscillator states. For *his purpose it 

is necessary to have superoperator G (.:;) matrix elements. 

The superoperator matrix element has four indices unlike 

the usual operator. It follows from the definition (6) 

according to which the superoperator acts on the usual 

operator (and not on the state vector, as the operator) 

giving the operator, as a result. Thus, if C :::::-LA (C; A 
are operators), then we have for matrix element• 

14 

f ..... t.'f' .e' c/( = r_ LK~ Al(, 
I('~' 

(2J) 

To fir.d superoperator G (w) matrix elements it is 

oufficient to have matrix elements of the superoperator 

G-~(w)==w-.PLP-H(w), tha~ is inverse to G(t:J) 
Then matrix elements of the G {w) are defined from the 

aystem of equations 

(
" )n M~ A"n.'m' ,._., rJ L G.-:1.. .1 G == d.,. 'dfl? I (24) 

nm l'l.:lm:t. .. n m ; 
~"m"" 

where n.. .> m denote some complete set of functions corres

ponding to Hamiltonian /i 0 

B,y multiplying both the parts of the equality (24) 
m.' 

by matrix element Bn.' of some operator B acting in 

space of functions n .> rvt , we receive after summation of 

(24) over n.'J m 1 the following (conveaient for the further) 

relation 

~ (c.- J_r1M.1 [ G Yl

1

m
1 

B~' = 
L-- n.m. , , n.t mj_ n. 

111 WI~ Yl m. 

Bm 
1'\. • 

(25) 

-----~ SUperoperator (; {~) matrix elements may be defined 

by formulas {6), (14), (18), (19), (2)). 

Let's consider now the time correlation function for 

oscillator displacement 

<u;(-t)U!{o)> 
·l't <u;e-u .. u;!>. 

Taking into consideration (10) we get 

<u.~{t)U.!fo)> == <u.; .fe-t.lt_pu.!>o <26
) 
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It is easy to see that the averaged Green superopera-

tor {; ( w + i. f.:) , defining the Fourier representation 

of the correlation function (26) (see (11)), is the Fourier 

component of the superoperator 

- <}....-!=> p _;_[to G (t) == ~.~, e(-t) e _L (27) 

Let's introduce the function 

J (n;,M.j -t) =- L 
I-t'~' 

. ... t n.'flll I l'lft I 
-d .. o) B 

(fe L nM n' , (28) 

which according to equation (26) defines the time correlation 

function for displac81llent with B = u! 
Then from equation (27) :tor the Fourier component 

of the G. (w+ i. c) we have 

. Oo . J - ' I 

() r) /. /) 1.. J -~wz: ["' \lnm ,..• 
tt J(Vl.Jvvt.; ==.,Jt e L_ Gft:J+it~ B,_,d.J. 

o0 r I f'tf'Yl. 
- hm (29) 

Differentiating eq. (29) with respect to time and 

taking into consideration the relation (25) • we receive 

the equation:lbr function Q{III;,W<.j t) for large times 
-1. '\-1. d 

-t- Wi .. t >> WWtll./. 

i. ')~ q(VI.}"vtjl:)== L [PloP+ M(w;+itfl"~m:~.qln m ·I.) 
(11:: d illl'>t d v .:fJ :!) • 

l'l M 
~ :~. (>o) 

Here "mass" superoperator N (w + L. c) is taken on one 

ot the peak frequencies t.J i. of spectral distribution 

( A(-~:.)8(0))w tor the operators of the considered oscillator, 

" 

f 
J 

~ 

-:L 
i: -;;.> ~fVI~d.. the correlation as far as at large times 

function <A(t) 8{o)) describes peak region of the 

spectral distribution. Peak frequencies are determined by 

the matrix ele-nt of the supe~perator P lof and it 

is supposed that these frequencies do not coincide and aren't 

close to each ~ther. 

While receiving equation (Jo) it was taken into conside-

ration the initial condition 

J (n.JM.j o) = Bm.. 
It: ) (Jl) 

which follows from the definition (28). 

Equation (JO) plays the role of a quantum kinetic 

equation and de:tines the oscillator correlation function 

(26) in general c .. e for the system described by Hamiltonian 

(2 ). "'lass10 superoperator M ( ~.[)+ i. t) is defined by the 

expansion ( 15) in any perturbation order over interaction 

Hamiltonian in case of the fast medium relaxation relati

•• to oscillator relaxation frequency. In the second order 

on HL· M. -1: M ( ~ + i. t) (in 30)) is defined by formula 

(18). 

). Some general results for the spectrum 

ot singled out oscillator. 

Let's c01111ider the case, when Hamiltonian If 0 has 

the inversion centre. Let's expand the diaplac ... nt of par--ticle U 
0 

in nol'll&l coordinates of singled out oscillators, 

which diagonalise quadratic 1D u: part or the 

17 
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Hamiltonian H 0 

by the formula 

.P: 
(together with the term .2 H 

0 
) 1 

- (- /) ~- + U 0 == ~ d~ 15£_ + ol£ t£ ) (J2) 
.¥/!... ) 

where CR. numbers singled out oscillators, and JJe .> /J: 
obey the Bose commutation rules and are annihilation and 

creation operators for £ oscillation. The operator of' 
- + momentum .P. ia expanded in IJ.JI!.> 1£. analogically. 

0 + 3 
Then, omitting "non-resonance" terms of' 1/JI!. ~£. 

type and so on (containing unequal number of' 8Jt. and/l; 

operators), which lead to higher-order corrections, we 

receive the following form f'or Ho 
H -"'\t:) A .:1.-"\ -'A 

Q - L- ~ net!. + .fl. L- v.e~· Yl.dC. Yl..Jtl + 
.!I! 3/!£, 

.... ..... ... (JJ) 
+ L.. v~Je'.x" tl.¥< n..J(, nJt" + .... 

'*!J('£" 

Here GJ£ ia Jf!.. oscillator frequency, noiC.;:~; ~lit.. i 

VJ(.~t' _, V.~t.~t'J!" . are nonlinear constuts <tor example V.._.2 ,::: 

=JZV:ii.JJ;r,V,.f(V{t;,{, ... J~J?,.f'}• Let's note, that later 

on it ia not important to what nonlinearity order the series 

{)J) is considered, blJt let's assume.nonlin .. rity to be 

aaall in comparison with ~de 
Let's consider the correlation function (;t!IC(t)l:(o)>.:J 

f'or creation and annihilation operators of' singled out 

oscillator ~ • Taking into consideration (11) and (J2) 

this function may be giTen as 

18 

{ 

- /.:J.¥Z. 
/J; IJ+ - -1. .1.-?e 

<(6£d:)6£. (o)',>,., - -'7"' l.w ..... _, :1.-?e-, 
·I m < f£ G (t-J+i.t)t; )

0 
. 

(J4' 

'Nhen receiving equation 04) it was taken into consideration, 

that for Hamiltonian (33) 

""' /} -J..J.Io -i::JJ{ -/..Ho/) 
tJae. e .::: e e ~ce.) 

where 0£:::; w£. + ~ \)£.,.. + z: VJC'J<' n,:e, + ... I 
"" ..... .;e' ...... 

and then nonlinearity terms are omitted from W£. iJec.-,.\lsR t'1ey 

are small, i.e., it is put J/de ~t.:Jct?. 
The trace in formula {34} will be calculated with the 

aigenfunction1of the Hamiltonian flo , which look 

like ~ I tZd(. > , where 1 nJe. > are eigenrunc tiona 
... 

of operator n~ corresponding to eigenvalues Y2ce, 

(n ::::- 0 ~ ) • In this representation the correlation 
de J e~._, ... 

function (34) may be written in the !~lowing way 
+ :t.-?e_~, olfi:. . '\ / )M. 

(~£.(t)~£(o)>,:;=-;, .:!-?e-2..:> IYY!..L-,(fom· 
..JJ rn, .... 

...:> - ml+"~"' , ' ' .(t<£)M+ Jdl'£' r G. ( c.J+ i ~>1 ~.., ,,., ( t+ yrl, ,!> 

1'Y1.. L.. M+ ~,ej WL £. 1"<1 ~1- J£~' 
(J5) 

Here for short m and m' denote certain sets of' 

numbers n Jt.. , corresponding to eigenvalues of H o 

and summation runs over all such seta of ¥(de. 

The notation of m±~.e' type means a certain set 

of' numbers n.re. • as a aet rn_ J but in which the occupa

tion number for oscillator ~ is one unit larger or 

lesser in comparison with set m . 'fhile deriving equation 

{35), the known forms for matrix elements of the operators 

/J {/Y+ were also taken into account. 
£:;, "'-
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Let's consider now superoperator matrix elements, 
A :1 

entering into G- {w) , which determine superoperator 

matrix elements of G (.:; + i. <) according to relations 

(24), (25). The superoperator matrix element of L 0 

which determines the energy excitation of the oscillator 

(see (14)), in the chosen representation has the form 

-" ~t'm' ) rJ 
Lo nm. =- (t.JYI.- t.J....._ dl'l.l1. 1 ~WI') (J6) 

tJn. == L. w .... nc!C + fL. ~ .. ,net: ~tlC· + [_ vc!Col!"~" · 
.Jii. ~J!' X~'£' 

. ndf! nd(, n.« ,, + ... 

where 11.. and M. denote different sets of numbers n.CIC 
Thus, [. is diagonal in the given representation. 

If we neglect "mass" superoperator !0 {,;;) in the 

equation (13) for 

interaction fl· ~ 
(11.c 

G(w) (zero approximation over 
..... :1 ) ) , then superoperator G- { .:J is 

A 

diagonal (taking into consideration that W and ~ • 
are diagonal). Then in this limiting case from equations 

(35), (25)(in (25) it is necessary to put n. = m +;;cit' 1 

,.? ,.. +)"'' .~ n'== rn'+ dd( I and replace Bn, (BL i. =-ym~+J..) and 
Je ..,,+ <rcr' ilt 

(36) we obtain the following equation for the correlation 

function 

" _J.zw~.m¥' 
<i~(i:)t;(o)>.:> ==-:1 'L e til!' (j+W1<1!) · 

o m 

. cf'( c..?- LJae (""))) (J7) 

wde ( Wt) == w.....,+f. - c.)M. =; c..?£+ J v£cle + z-v.lt.e'mwl + ... 
~d(l £' CL 
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Nonlinear corrections to W m in fo are 
ry ~ -tHo n(- ) - .Aw -J. 

omitted here andoe.= r-Jpe = Jt. fl.Jt.+i >nJt.={e 1!.1) 
is the mean occupation number of oscillator de 

It follows that in the considered limiting case the 

de -oscillator spectrum consists of a series of fine 

structure lines, which is produced by the oscillator nonline

arity. In case, when there is only one oscillator de 

the spectrum consists of a set of line corresponding to 

different mJl!= 0>:/.r .. • If there are several interacting 

singled out oscillations, then every line with a certain 

~de splits into a series of lines, corresponding to diffe-

rent !Yl~e' • At low temperatures ( K8 T << i.J~,) there 

is practically only one line in the spectrum, corresponding 

frl;er = 0 • With growing temperature the other 

spectrum lines begin to appear. 

Por linear oscillator (VcJe'.t''.> ~.e'.e"J"' = o) -it 

follows from equation (37), we have one spectrum line with 

u) = t.J £. 1 that corresponds to equidistant energy levels of 

the linear oscillator (full spectrum degeneration). 

Bow we shall take into consideration M ( w) 
describing the interaction of oscillator with medium fluc

tuations. Consideration of interaction 11, ... ~ leads to 

broade~ing and shift of spectrum fins structure lines of 

the nonlinear oscillator. If broadening becomes larger 

(for example, when the temperature grows), then spectrum 

lines )egin to overlap and fine structure will gradually 

disappear. At rather high t-perature there Jll8l' appear a 
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unified spectrum distribution, in general case, of a 

complicated form, instead of fine structure. 

So far as expression (18), for example, for M(w+~ t) 

may be given as oe> .... U:, V, Oo i.(w-Lo-w'+l.c)t 
PI(~-+ i.e)== z 5 ol.w'P(e -it· Se dt· 

-oo 
...... -t 

(
.-..1.10 Vo ) ~of ')f · e - i 0 1w lW ~ 

0 (38) 

then matrix elements of A ( w) are defined by ~ ...,. 

K
-" /"U7,V: ) -££.f./._.U'.flo ) 

SUperoperator matriX elementS Of :: l e -i 1 e ( e -1 • I.J 0 

According to rules (7), (19), (23) matrix elements of 
.... 
K are defined by the equation 

K n.'m' A m1 == [( U:i_ ) e-l.llot( elloQ';_ i) 11?.:1 AM ( ( H.-tr + 
nm. fl.' e i ~n ~:1 e M. 

+e~;_w'(e-'u"'=): A';: [(eu:~i)eillot(ez;:v;_ 1)]: _ 

- ( u:.~ )n:t le-i.Hot)YlJ. Am:t ( eu..v: i)Wl. (e(Hot)I'V\.-e i VL \I n:t VI:L m.:t m, 

-/.14>'; -iHot)n I U:.~ )n:L A'~"~:t. fei.J.Iol:.)m:t I u;~ )Wl -e le (e lrt rl (I Yl1 \..e J.YI'l. • 
Vl. i. i (39) :1. 

Hereafter summation is meant over repeating indices n'>nz~ 
n.:J. M , and diagonality of the f-1 0 in the 

) :1. 
considered representation is taken into account ( n J fYL 

are eigenfunctions of H 
0 

). 

As it was said above, the case is considered when the 

frequencies of the singled out oscillations do not coincide 

and aren •t close ( w <1:: ::/= t:) d?1 ) • Such a situation may take 

place, for example, in case of the law sYJIIIIIetry H 0 
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Let the different resonance situations between oscillations, 

when some combinations of frequencies r.J ;;e J W £' > . . • coincide, 

also do not realize. Correlation function ( t4!(t.) ~; (oY/ eo) 

will be considered in actual frequency range W ~ LJ de 

It is not difficult to verify, that changing in eq. ·09) 
___.. + 

the displacement operators u. 0 to the operators e£) ti£. 
by formula (J2)>it is necessary to keep only terms, containing 

the equal number of creation and annihilation operators 

for every oscillation £. in any order in ZZ: while 
a;.V: expanding e into series. Terms, containing unequal 

number of creation and annihilation operators for every 

oscillator ~ • give a contribution of r.J£ I r.J.re. or Pdf/t.?£ 
order ( r ~ ) p ~ are of an order of the line br~adening 

and oscillation de frequency shift, respectively, 

resulting from the·interaction fli~t ) into correlation 

function <f~(t)~;{o))w • Consequently, these terms 

may be omitted because the interaction Hamiltonian /-(11.t: 
is small. ~~ 

1 u,Va ) 
Thus. in the first two summands of (39) for~ e -i. . 

. e:!: ~ J.lo t ( e ~ v:_ J.) it is necessary to keep only diagonal 

terms with Yl. J. = Yl.. and Yl.J. = m . 'faking into conside-

ration all the above said the superoperator matrix element 

of M {t.:J+i t) may be represented via formula (38) as 

[ 
.... ( . 11n.'m' Joo {[ ( eu,t7:_ ... £Y"" ( eu.v;_~t 

M w-+Lt)_j = J.w' "" VI" + 
nm. _ oO c.J-wrt

1
-+Wm.-w'+ic 

-" n" m -- m 
( 

f.loV<> ) :1.( Ur>llo.i) ] -'t _, yt
1 

e -i M. e - M:t. ~"" r-' - ;eu .. 'V.,i) . + "n.n.' dl'ttnt( \ ( -
GJ- wn.. + wm

1 
+w'+i.c VL (4o) 

....... - 1. d. \lo 
. ( e u,;Qo_ :1.):. ((A)- tJn., +Wm.-w~it + w-wn.+wm.•+w'~i.e); t{~c>'). 
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When deriving the equation (40) the well-known relation for 

correlation functions is used: 

e-J.w f; (w) = f ~ (-w} 

Equations (35), (24), (25), (36), (40) give a possibility 

to carry out a full and strict exploration of the oscilla-

tor oe spectral distribution. 

Let's consider the case, when widths of fine structure 

lines j7de(nt) of the singled out oscillator, arising due 

to interaction f/L~t , are considerably lesser, 

than distances between lines, i.e •• 

where 

r<e.(m) << l ~£. (m.+~.t.le')-Jde.(M)J =.6£(m.\ 
(41) 

J£. (m.) are renormalized by real part of M(w+i.t) 
frequencies W ~ ( m.) 

1 
and £:1. may corresponds to 

any singled out oscillation. 

Let's write equation (25) in the considered representa-

tion (for 8:::::: ~:. ) , separating the diagonal te:nn, aEI 

(G-"-tt+~.e')m. I- G-m'+~~m' Vm.' + ·= 
rn+~ ... m. , rn+t;dl:' rvt. JR. j_ 

"""" ' rn , 

- Vh'l.~e- 1.. I- L ( r:.-:J.)Vl.J.YYli. 
rn.~-:;:m rn+~d!!'~I'Vl 

VlJ. :/= m+ ~.!~':' 

· Vm~+i, . 

\-=-~~I L G rot +d;r.!l, m. • 
nJ.M, 

m' "" 
(42) 

It isn't difficult to see, that non-diagonal terms 
I" ... _ i.) Vl1 m:t \ G .:> in the right-hand side of (42) are propor-

M.+d.lt'tl!!!~>'>t. 
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tional to r.le ( rn.) • because w and Lo are 

diagonal. On the other hand, the denominetora of functions 
A M.'-+-rw , M. .. G ~~' (~AJ) contain the determinant of system 

11.._ m,_ A" m.'+i! 1 1 

(24), which should be solved for finding (; ~M'.t! ,m. (&J+i..t) 
m + 11 ~Jt',m 

Roots of this determinant define fine structure frequencies 
....... 
c:J.e { wr..) if the inequal;:;y (41) is satisfied. Thus, if we 

consider frequencies W ~ W £ ( m.) , then functions 
:::1/:. It G m + M'.t! 'rot in the right-hand side of (42) will 

Yl,t M_.: -4 
be of order ;:;;;;;;) • It follows 1 that SUIDS in the 

right-hand side of (42) contain small parameter ~(M)/.t~£(m) 
and this system of equations may be solved by the iteration 

lllflthod. In sero approrlmation it may be written as 

Vm~ 
" G"'"'+~~·.,m.'(w+i.t)Vm~+l =[ "'-:t +it.)]rn+cf..~~m. 
L, m.+J;;.tt

1

,m. G (v M+~~~IW\ 
m. (4J) 

Substituting (43} into (35) and using (36), (40), (22). we 

obtain in the actual range of frequencies W ~ t.J .?1!. 

.(i¥-(t)/;(o)~ ==d'.f~ L_exp/-A[.c.Jr£,m_i£,~ · 
;II ot., IYl. <£' 

(44) 

!!e. (m.) 
· (i +mre) .1.1 .2 

[ w- wt~e(m.)- .Pdt!{m).J. + rr)(. ( m) 

with notation 
00 

.f,}(.(m) = f rl.w' [ 
-oo 

__... -n" m+f. ' IJ:V., )111 (euovo-1.) Jetlt' 

(e -i. m ... ~.~t' n~ + 

w de - wYlj. + wi'Vl.- w' 
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• 
+ ( e u:.v;__ 1)';: ( e u.v:_1( ] f (w'); 

w~- wm....,...:> + wm +w' w 
d£/t.' J.. 

r¥! ( m.) == 9f [ ( e u:v:_ 1fj.. ( e u: v:._lyYI+~il:: 
m•"o~e' n J.. 

---f __... --t __.. 

J)O(·"' ;) ."1 ) (, U. 0'V0 .\m.~( Uot"o )l'n 
I Tw w£- n.j,+wl'll\. + ,e -1.Jm. ·. e -:1. m 

:J. 

,O 0 <J to) .) Uoq; m.+~.:' 
· 1-v t I Vl'l+'-..::·- m.J.- tJ<£ - J. ( e - i)m.+.?.e· 

. ( ea:;ii.,_ 1): f~ (o)]) (45) 

where f denotes the principal value of integral. Unessen

tial nonlinear corrections to frequency u)de are omitted 

in formulae (45) (frequencies u)VL must be also taken 

here neglecting nonlinearity). 

Thus in the eoneidered limiting case, when the condition 

(41) is tulfilled,the oscillation de spectral distribution 

consists of a series of Lorentzian lines with widths ~~(nt) 
whose maxima are shifted relative to frequencies w == w£(m.) 

by Pdf! (rn) • Broadening ot lines is caused by transitions 

of oscillators and also ·by oscillator between levels 

frequency modulation, appearing due to medium fluctuations. 

The modulation broadening is described by terms, containing 

the medium corr•lation function in zero frequency ~.; (o) 
and arises, as is seen from equation (45) for r.R (m.) 
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only in the interaetion·with medium, containing even powers 
Uo?.: __. 

ot expansion e in u 0 

Let's note, that the obtained result (44) is of a 

general character, as it is true for the nonlinear oscillator 

with an arbitrary (in power of [f., interaction with 

medium. 

In general case, when the condition (41) is not 

satisfied, it is necessary, as it will be done in a subsequent 

work, to consider a specific (in power of U0 ) type 

ot the oscillator interaction with medium fluctuations and 

to look a solution to system ot eqs. (24) or (25). 

Let's give one more expression for the correlation 

function of occupation numbers, which may be obtained in 

the same -y as {35). 

Putting in this case 1 ::::: - :1.. , we have 

< n£. (t) ~.!! ( o))w ==-;,;. (:1 + -e-J..w)-J... 
!/I 

WI. - m.'' 
·Im L, (fo)m. mie [ G(w+it)]m: (m~- n.e). 

mm 
> (46) 

Equation (46) may be calculated by formulas tor super

operator matrix elements obtained earlier. Instead of 

aystea (42) tor calculating correlation function (46) it is 

necessary to uae the system 
""- :1. n.£m.t A" m.'m' I. ( G ) L Gn ~ ( m~- n~):::: m~-t?.~ 

n m mm. m' 1 "- ' 
1 i 

(47) 

which follows from (25} in the same way as (42). 
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The quantum kinetic equation for the function 

;_Zt M1-f-~ol:''•m' , 
q r!J! ( m + ~,. fYI. ). ~) == ~ ( P e- :P) ~ V1. + m.:r 
(f ... ) L- M.+drltdt 1 ...,_ ) 

~· J 

determining correlation function < g.;e (-1:.)£; ( 0)), 

looks like equation (30), in which it is necessary to put 

n. == m. + ~ce' ,(.PL .. .P):;::! = wct(m) c(+;;.dt'>"~- {m.~. ) t.?, ,.cJ£. 

The kinetic equation for the function 
-"' • I I 

I ( - ('f./:p,\1'>1 flit f I _ 

3.e.(m.>mit):=::?;. .Pe Jtnm \~£- ~£); 
which determines correlation function < nt£ (i:) t(rt!(o))) 

coincides with equation (30) for n= fYt (here the term 

PL.f disappears, as it follows from (36), and thus,~= 0) • 
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